Patent Reform Sec 18 - Congress Again Passes Special Legislation to
Only Benefit Mega-Banks and Wall Street
at the Expense of American Innovation, Jobs, and Prosperity
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"Last month the House of Representatives passed the America Invents Act (H.R.1249), as the
Senate had earlier [S. 23], with the goal of streamlining patent law. Massive lobbying by Wall
Street banks, however, produced not streamlining, but protection for financial firms who
infringe other firms' valid patents – so-called "business method patents". Instead of simplicity
and speed, this provision adds complexity and delay...This feature of the bill, Section 18,
however, adds a special new procedure in the patent office that favors financial firms in several
unjustified ways. First, it allows patents to be invalidated even though properly granted under
the laws applicable at the time, even when they have been upheld by the courts or after reexamination in the Patent Office. Second, it allows lawsuits to be stalled for years while the
patent office reviews the old patents under the new laws. It does so by skewing the standards
courts normally apply in deciding whether to freeze ("stay") the lawsuit until the patent office
completes all reviews. Further, it creates an automatic right of appeal if the stay is denied,
guaranteeing further delay and burdening the appeals court with reviewing trial court orders
not normally appealable...No other industry is so protected, no other type of patent so
degraded. That is not equal justice under law, but special interest legislation at its
worst...Section 18 is not even a necessary measure, since a recent Supreme Court decision
already establishes a standard to identify those methods patents that were improperly
granted...[Section 18] would add a great many new proceedings to the Patent Office's workload,
placing considerable weight on a system already under heavy stress. And the challenges to valid
patents could lower the value of U.S. inventions, and threaten your business, your patents and
your job...Before Congress finalizes the patent reform bill, its best course is to strip out all
special interest sections that bail out big banks, Wall Street investment firms, and tax lawyers
and accountants...the harms can easily outweigh the benefits of this complex 150-page bill. In
that event, I say better to reject the current bill and start over.”
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